
October 24, 2013 
Technical Services Meeting 
9:30-11:30 am 
 
Minutes 
 
Attendance: Mary Kennedy, Sarah Skakum (Chatham); Karen Brookes (Mendham Twp.); Colleen 
Hartman (Chester); Ronnie Kemp, Melanie Edwards (MAD); Vidya Manohar, Jeanne Mauriello 
(MCL); Marjorie Berkenkamp, Amy Puskas (WHI); Joyce Quimby, Kathryn Dale (PEQ); Nancy 
Zaccagnino, Jill Iannino (KIN); Clarissa Wagner (LHT); Rita Gerro, Carol Bernero (MTO); Donna 
Nafie (FLO); Marilyn Roio, Debbie DiStasio (EHAN); Mary Romance (DOV); Colleen Gecawich 
(MTL); Bill Harrison (PT); Karen Matta (MON); Kathleen Schneider (DEN); Marcia Lubansky, 
Betty Garrett, Carol Franc, Jean Simone, Yumei Shih (BER) 
 
Announcements  

- Brenda Adams is retiring. Her last official day is Nov. 27. 
- Brenda said that MCL CANNOT accept zip files. So please do not send your requests 

for bib records using zip files. 
- Some Magazine records disappeared. This will not be a problem anymore. 
- The next Polaris release, 4.1 R2 was loaded onto the test server in September. It will 

be loaded onto the production server in early December. There are some useful 
enhancements for cataloging sites, but for linkers, the most useful is: 
“Creation date” can be searched in the Bib and Item Find tools. This is better than 
“First Available Date.” 

- Reminder: read through the Tech Tips. The url is listed below. 
- If you request a bib record from MCL, please link to it. Do NOT let it sit out there 

with no linked item. If you decide not to use it, let MCL know. They can remove it. 
Although instructed not to, staff sometimes places holds on these titles and the hold 
often dies and is never filled. 
 

1. Presentation/Discussion of New Volume Field Policy for linking DVDs  
Discussion / Vote for approval / starting today. 

2. Demonstration of Polaris ILL function: Donna Nafie with handout 
3. Review of several TechTips: http://olis.mainlib.org/ils-support/polaris-tech-tips/ 

- Finding barcode errors where the barcode was scanned twice 
- Finding barcode errors where there are extra characters preceding the barcode 
- Using the zoom feature to enlarge the bib record screen 

4. How to make a template of your choice the default template for your session.  
5. Shelf Location codes: are there additional requested codes? 

Requested codes are ABC Books, Counting Books, Phonics, Home and Garden, Language 
Center. 

6. Look at several RDA records (Resource Description and Access, new international 
cataloging standard, adopted April 30, 2013) 
Bib control numbers: 844413 & 849308 (245$c, spell out First edition) 

http://olis.mainlib.org/ils-support/polaris-tech-tips/


837253 (series: 490 field, the series information is transcribed, meaning copied exactly 
as seen on the item; the 800 field series enumeration follows the instructions in the 
MARC authority record. Double click on the 800 tag to see the authority record. Hit 
cancel and the authority record will show. See tag 642 in the authority record). 
839007 is a Music CD. There are two 264 tags. Note 300$a audio disc, not sound disc. 
Note 336, 337, 338 tags. These replace the 245$h (GMD). There is no GMD in RDA. BUT, 
MAIN is still adding them, until we see what Polaris does with the 336, 337, 338 tags. So 
far, they have not done anything. Also many libraries are keeping the GMD for now. 
854925 Note the 775 tag. This means the book in hand is another version of the book 
published by Penguin in 1981. See also 853817. RDA stresses relationships in the data. 
853472 Note the 700 field, showing a relationship between this book and a sequel. 
854978 Note the two 264 tags. 264 subfield 4 is the copyright date, using the copyright 
symbol ©. Note the 300 tag: 16 unnumbered pages of plates, instead of [16] p. of 
plates. 
RDA spells out words. In an international cataloging community, there is no guesswork 
as to what an abbreviation means. Centimeter (cm) is considered a symbol, not an 
abbreviation. That is why there is no period. BUT a period follows cm, if there is a 490 
tag following the 300 tag. 

7. Questions 
 
 


